Watching the film...

List some of the things Joy does to try and make sure that Riley is happy on her first day of school:

How do the other emotions - Fear, Anger and Disgust - help or hinder Riley?

What does Joy realise about Sadness by the end?

What have you learned about emotions by watching Inside Out?
Riley’s personality is represented by islands in her brain.

She has:
- Hockey Island
- Family Island
- Goofball Island
- Honesty Island
- Friendship Island

These spring up from core memories from her childhood.

Draw 2 of your personality islands that make up who you are

Storyboard the core memories that your personality islands come from
Now it's your turn to become a character designer!

Pick one of these emotions and design what you think they would like like if they had been used in the film. Character designers create concept art of all their different ideas and often try different poses and angles so be sure to try a few different designs and angles.

The team had 27 emotions before they settled on the 5 you see in the film. List as many other emotions as you can think of:

Making the film...

WATCH: Inside Out: Designing Disgust
(1 min)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7me29wSN8GU
Design your Emotion...